
Products—Calzones 

Shelf Life—Products are fully baked and frozen. Although the calzones 
can last for years if kept frozen in their wrap inside the box, it is 
preferable to be used within two years of purchase to avoid 
negative aesthetic effects of prolonged freezing 

Category Placement—Freezer section. With enrobed products or near 
frozen pizzas. 

Size - 10oz calzone (Cheese Lovers is 9oz). 

Packaging— Product in a wrap that protects the product in freezer 
and can be heated in a microwave or conventional oven. Wrapped 
product placed inside a 4”x1 7/8”x7 7/8” labeled box. Bar coding 
on box. 

Case—12 container master pack. 8”x12”x8”  

Pallet— 160 cases 

“Brian’s Foods - taking great food to a great place” 

A great pizzeria flavor. At home or on the go. 

Wherever you want that great place to be, 

your pizzeria meal can be ready in minutes. 

Introducing…     Brian’s Gourmet Calzones  

Brian’s Foods’ founder, Brian Jacobs, has been serving mouthwatering pizzas and calzones in his Southfield, Michigan 
restaurant for over two decades. Locally, Brian has developed quite a name for himself, but his reputation spans 
beyond the community. People come to Michigan from all over the world and make a special trip to enjoy the 
calzones and other gourmet offerings at Brian’s restaurant. Brian, wanting to expand his reach, is now making them 
available to you in the frozen food section of your local grocery and convenience stores. 

Brian’s Calzones are fully baked. Take it out of the freezer in the morning and it should be thawed and ready to eat by 
lunch time. Microwave it for a minute to give it a fresh out of the oven taste. If you are in a rush, Brian’s Calzones can 
go from the freezer to the table within 5 minutes. Our uniquely designed microwaveable wrap helps reduce the mess 
while minimizing the rubberiness or rock hard crust that sometimes results when microwaving products with a bread 
crust. For a crustier shell, place the wrapped calzone in the oven for a taste of Brian’s restaurant calzones in your 
home. 

Brian’s Calzones come in 5 flavors: “Classic Pizza”, “Pizza Supreme”, “Cheese Lovers”, “Mushroom Medley” and “Potato 
and Cheese”. Each one comes in a Brian’s flavored crust and is packed with ingredients that blend together to give 
you the perfect calzone whenever and wherever you want it. 

All products are certified vegetarian by AVA - the American Vegetarian Association, are non-GMO, contain RealCheese and 
are certified Kosher (cholov yisroel dairy and pas Yisroel) by the OU and COR - Council of Orthodox Rabbis of Greater 
Detroit, and beginning December 2019, Brian’s Calzones will also be certified with the CRC - (Central Rabbinical 
Congress of the USA and Canada). Brian’s Foods is licensed in Michigan and products are produced in Michigan. 
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